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"Our first Poetry Read-ing last Spring was
such a success that we decided to do it again,"
said Sally LaForte, director of the Writing Center,
as -Ke opened the Writing Centeris semi-annual
poetry reading at'the Poetry Center on the second
floor of the Humanities building, last Thursday.

The reading included original verse read by
professors, instructors, and students of the Stony
Brook campus. Apart from traditional modes of
reading poetry , the audience was treated to
German and old Norse poetry, as well as open-
mic spoken-word, rythmic performances by
Hendrik Borger, Mike Chunusoff, and Dimitre
Azarov.

There was a steady stream of readers, ranging
from Ellen Broselow, Chair of Linguistics
deapartment, to Marvin Levine, a professor in
the Psychology Department.

Levine returned this semester to re-read an
original love poem that he read during the Spring
Poetry Reading. "I was consistently impressed
tonight," said Levine, whose poetry was
highlighted by a duet, reading with his wife Mara.

Attendees Surprised by
the Diverisity of Styles at

the Event
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You 're pregnant,

You 're frightened?
Please let us help

Life can be a wonderful Choice.

Alternatives to Abortion
Free pregnancy testing,
information, counseling,

and assistance.
Call 243-0066 or 554-4144
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"This had a very big turnout," she said. "There
was a tremendous variety; it spanned many
generations, breaking the age barrier."

Bente Videbaek, an instructor in the Writing
programs departement, read poetry written in
old Norse. Astrid Wimmer, another Writing

language [poems]."
The faculty members were not the only ones

affected by the talented poets featured at the
reading. Mark Karwoski , a senior, said, "I was
most impressed by the diversity of styles. It lets
everybody share in the written or spoken word,
and that's a good thing. There should be more
events like this. '

The Poetry Reading culminated with the
spoken word performances of three Stony Brook
students.' Mike Chunusoff played the tom-tom
drum while Henrick Borger and Dimitri Azarov
took turns reading spoken-word originals to
complement Chunusoff's beat. "It's more prose
than poetry," Borger said before he began. "I've
never heard anything like it before," said Kim
Buttacovo, a tutor at the Writing Center. "It was
a great way to end everything. It was awesome."

Programs instructor, read poetry in German.
"It was wonderful to hear the different

language," said Saron Marshall, an associate for
Writing and Thinking at Bard College and also a
guest reader.

La Forte has been planning this reading since
the beginning of the semester, preparing flyers
and sending out invitations. "Sally deserves a
lot of credit," Levine said, "for encouraging
people to bring their own poetry and foreign
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STONY BROOK r

TOBRCCON I ST y
DISCOUNT CIGARETTES * QUALITY PIPES

CUSTOM BLENDED TOBACCO
INTERNATIONAL CIGARETTES

1/4 MILE ERST OF NICOLLS RORD
(NEHT TO STONY BROOK BEUERRGE)

(516)751-8190
|WE NOW RCCEPT DISR/ MRSTERCRRD

YISIT OUR MURLK -IN HUMIDOR

ATTORNEY
miURIES DUE TO AUTO ACCIDENTSq

FALLS, MALPRACTICE.
No Recovery, No Fee.

CHAPTER 7 AND BANKRUPTCY
KEEP ASSETS. STOP DEBT COLLECTION AND

GARNISHMENT.
DWI, OR POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED

SUBSTANCE
OTHER CRIMINAL MATTERS, REAL ESTATE

PURCHASE, OR SALE, WILLS.
DIVORCE

Low Fees, Low Income Welcome, Payment Plans
Paul H. Rethier, 565 RT. 25A Miller Place, NY

(516) 744-6330
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A Stony Brook Council Meeting

will be held
9:00 a.m. - 1 1:00 a.m.

December 16, 1998

in the
Marine Sciences and Research Center's

Conference Room at Endeavour Hall 1 13

RSVP 632-6271

Writing Center Holds Poetry Reading
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Counference
Held to
Address

Campus Bias
C rimes

BY MICHAEL KWAN

Statesman Editor

With the nation still mourning the death of
Matthew Shepherd, savagely beaten two months
ago at the University of Wyoming, the Stony
Brook community focused its attention on bias-
crimes in a town meeting. Among those at the
meeting, held in a bustling Student Unio.n lounge
during lunch hour yesterday, was Deputy Chief
of the University Police, Doug Little, professor
and Assemblyman Steve Englebright, and Chair
of the Brookhaven Branch of the Gay DemocratsStaiesmanwu
of Suffolk County, Maria Mazzatesta. Assemblyman Steven Englebright and Deputy Chief of University Police for Community Affairs (left to right) s

The speakers called on the audience to not emeei g.
forget Shepherds who its believed to by Wyomingcentury. He said that "it is analogous to a journey, said Melinda Parham, a graduate assistan
officials to have been killed, In part, because he and like journeys it will take time." Wellness Center, "to build the foundation
was gay, and not let his death be forgotten.^"What vou hope for is that vou Plant a seed." communitv to build a stand aiainst hate c

chael Kwan

spoke at

t at the
for our
rime. '

"We have this tendency to slip into a coma,"
said Mazzatesta, and "occasionally we wake up."
She spoke about the candlelight vigils, and
marches held in honor of Shepherd, but in the
weeks since his death, "we're all settling down
into a coma again," she said.

The public should "stay angry and write
letters," Little said. "There has been a history"
of bias crime on our own campus, but none have
been reported this year. He remains concerned
though, that some may have gone unreported.
"Education is the key," he said.

Mazzatesta said that some people may be
afraid of attending a meeting like the one
yesterday or reporting bias crimes because of fear
of being identified as.a homosexual. She also
said that lesbians, gays,, and bisexuals are an
invisible minority because. of this, and that if the
community does not speak out it will continue to
be one.

"Apathy is a large part of the problem," said
Little. Mazzatesta called for action, saying that
Shepherd's death opened a dialogue, and that this
dialogue needs to be translated into action.

Such action is taking place throughout the
country. In New York, the Legislature is looking
into enacting anti-bias laws. Englebright said that
the Republican Senate has been slow to pass the
legislation, holding up similar bills for the last
ten years. "Crimes of hate are not defined in law,"
said Englebright, "I think it needs to be."

Little said that "we have to fight for our
safety," and the that way we can do that is to urge
our representatives to pass the bill. ".lf you write
letters, you can say, 'I helped pass that bill."'

"It will eventually pass," said Englebright,
making comparisons of the efforts to pass bills,
such as the Bias Related Violence Bill, with that
of the. women's suffrage movement earlier this
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Visit Our
Web Site At:

www.islandstorage.com

Open About May 11,-1998

Free Local Pick-Up
(Must Sign Responsibility Waver)

FOR: HOMEOWNERS * BUSINESS * SALES PERSONS
* STUDENTS * CONTRACTORS * PROFESSIONALS

*RECORD STORAGE * RECORD MANAGEMENT
*Your Lock - Your Key 'Sizes 5x5 to 10x20
* Rentals (Monthly/Yearly) * Advance Payment Discounts
*Resident Manager * Surveillance Camera
* Outdoor Storage * Insurance Available
* Fax/Copy Service * Shipping/Receiving Svces
* Ground Level Units For Easy Access.
* Individual Unit Alarm & Sprinkler Systems
* Locks, Boxes & Packing Supplies Available , Self

-- . .. brow ~~~~~~~~Storage*,Open 7 DAYS A WEEK As;socation
* Office: Monday-Saturday A A A -- ^nKC.

9AM - 6PM * Sunday 10AM - 3PM "#"#"# JW 0-
* Gate: 24 HRS A DAY * 7 DAYS A WEEK FAX: 246-6422

. . .~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.. .. .. .....,..*' ' ':' = X '1^S
171 North Belle Meade Rd * East Setauket, NY 11733 . .
(Located In Stony Brook Technology Center * 3/4 Mile N. of Rte 347.
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Application Forms Available

Friday, December 11 through Friday, January 29

I STUDENT ORIENTATION PROGRAMS
, ~~~~~Library, W3519
Applications must be returned no later than 4:00 PM Monday, February 1st

General Information Meetings:
I-- -t - I .- I I . . I .*

Wednesday, January 27
IPM to2 PM :

Student Activities Center
Room 311

Thursday, January 28
5:30 PM to 6:30 PM

Student Activities Center
Room 311

For more information call 632-6710. .. . . .0.
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BRC\SINK
STATE UNIVERSITY OF- NEW YORK

: Molecular Genetics &
Microbiology Ph.D. Program

The Department-of Molecular Genetics and Microbiology, at the State
University of New York at Stony Brook, is accepting applications for

our Ph.D. program. We offer training in:

-Viral & Cellular- Oncology, Signal Transduction,
Regulation of Gene Expression & DNA Replication,

Molecular Mechanisms of Bacterial & Viral Pathogenesis,
Nucleic Acid-Protein Structure/Interactions

Stony Brook is located in a region of coves, beaches, and small historic
villages on the North Shore of Long Island, approximately 60 miles east of

New York City and in close proximity to Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory and
Brookhaven National Laboratory. Students receive a full stipend, health

insurance, and tuition scholarship.

See our World Wide Web page:http://www.uhmc.sunysb.edi/microbiology

* . .7 I* * * .* * .

For further information and application materials, please contact:
Pam Sims, Graduate Program in Molecular Microbiology,

Health Sciences Center, SUNY Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY
1 1794-5222. Phone: 1-516-632-8812; Fax: 1-516-632-9797

e-mail: psims asterix.bio.sunysb.edu

An affirmative action/equal opportunity educator and employer.
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BY SIEDEL BETHUNE
Statesman Staff
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Vellucci who described herself as
"decently religious" said the lights are
best viewed from both inside and outside
of her suite, where you can see the pond
in Roth Quad.

"I wanted to help the campus
.celebrate the holidays and the-
community to have a special scene in
their heart," she said. "The lights also
remind us that we will be leaving soon
and going home to our families for the
holidays."

The students in Roth Quad
appreciate the efforts Vellucci and other
resident students who display lights in
their buildings have made to brighten the
holiday season. "I think they're
incredible," said Brisette Gantt, a 20-
year-old junior. "They have a very classic
and elegant look, and it portrays that
image onto the University."

The practice of celebrating the
holidays with lights might seem like an
American custom, but Gaber Elgendi,
who is studying political science at the
University, says there are similar
practices in Egypt, his homeland.

The people of Egypt "are very open-
minded," Elgendi said. "People send
each other Christmas cards and celebrate
with lights even though they are Muslims
or Christians."

The outlining effect of the lights
makes Elgendi feel warmer and not so
far away from the hotter temperatures of
Egypt, where it never snows.

Alfred Cesar also thinks of home
when he sees the luminous decorations.
The 23-year-old Stony Brook sophomore
is from: Houston and had never seen
snow until he came to New York.

Lisa Vellucci, a student at the
University at Stony Brook, was walking
through the campus when she got an idea.
It was the fall of 1996, and she had Just
started her freshman year as a resident in
Hendrix College.

She was picturing the possibilities.
Imagine, she thought, how beautiful

her suite would look winter nights
decorated with Christmas lights.

Vellucci, double majoring in
economics and management, recalled her
younger years when she was living on
Staten Island. She remembered a house
in her neighborhood where she would
frequently pass by: it was lit with
exquisite lights when the holiday season
came.

Hendrix College should have lights
too, she decided. But not just for aesthetic
reasons. "I think lights make people feel
good," Vellucci said. "But more
importantly it helps people to celebrate
the life of Christ."

She passed on the idea to her suite-
mates, and the team went to work.

Vellucci went shopping for the lights
at the mall that have for every Christmas
since 1996 outlined her suite window.
"They are not that really expensive," she
said. "You can even get them cheaper at
a 99 cents store."

She chose multi-colored
arrangements of lights because they were
"cheap and attractive." The outline
design crisscrosses the entire window and
is very eye-catching to viewers especially
at night.

SB student Lisa Vellucci decorated her window with lights to brighten the holiday
season.

"The lights are a really nice idea," said
Cesar. "They make the school look like a nice
home rather than a university."

For Cesar and other students, the lights
make the stone and brick dorms appear a little
softer, a little less intimidating.

"When I stop to think of all the ways I
spend money, this seems quite inexpensive
for all the good it does for the school and the

students," Vellucci said.
But perhaps more important than the

spectacle of thousands of shiny lights blinking
in resident halls is how the decorations have
made people feel about themselves. "I've had
a lot of nice calls and compliments about the
lights from friends and other students,"
Vellucci said. "I really believe it was the right
thing to do."
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brought to
forefront...

(

ncs ( portion of controversy this
semester between poisonings,

. crappy meal plans, crappier

r s quality food, protesting diners
and rip-off prices. Apparently
our gripes are not falling on
deaf ears: our meal plan
provider Chartwells is now
offering a $10 refund to meal
cards when you get

en't the overcharged. They seem to be
It?' were open to criticism and willing to
e's lips. listen to complaints, holding
fety was town meetings and offering
Lt to the comment cards in the dining

areas. Hopefully next semester
_----i we will be able to focus our

e O f energies on a more worthwhile
v^ C endeavour.

There are a few people on
wa) n V o u r campus that deserve

particular thanks for the
things they have done this

\CHIn semester. First there is Todd
Stebbins, the project director

I tsIZ - o f t h e S t o n y B r o ok chapter ofe ill% NYPIRG, who helped prove that
- - the student vote can and doesf r ; make a difference on Election

Day. Then there is the one and
*----- only 'Frank Santangelo, whose

(many) words of wisdom has
but 3 of proved that he is something of
11 crimes,' a crusader for student rights.
campus. We have him to thank for many
ce- again of the changes to our meal
> blasted plan. Of course, we should also

thank our administrators,
iy Brook namely President Kenny, for
attention being the brunt of'much of our
k was jokes- and sarcasm.
4, 5 and Best of luck on your finals,
ous and congratulations to -all of our

graduates and Merry Christmas,
t lighter Hanukkah, Kwanza, Ramadan
s food and everything else to all. See
healthy you next year.

Time does fly by. It seems
like only yesterday that it
was September and we were
reporting to you about those
food poisonings at Deng
Lee's. Now here we are a
week before finals with the
holidays just around the
corner. It has been an
eventful semester, as quickly
as it has passed, and 'this
issue of the Statesman is
dedicated to highlighting the
best and the worst of Fall
1998.

The semester started with
a punch, literally, when a few
students were attacked near
G and H quads the weekend
before classes- began. This
forced us as students to-
question our safety here on
-campus and left us to wonder
what we could do to avoid
being "in the wrong place at
the wrong time," as the
attackers allegedly said.
More importantly, the
reliability of those charged
with protecting us,
specifically University police
and Stony. Brook's
ambulance corps, were called
to attention. Questions like:
'Why weren't the cops
around7' 'What took so long
for SBVAC to attend to the

victims?' 'Why wer
perpetrators caugh
suddenly on everyon

The issue of sal
once again brough

0S

forefront when not 1
the most heinous of al
rape, occurred on our
Perhaps unfairly, on
university police were
for not being around.

This brought Ston
much undesirable a
when Stony Broc
depicted on channels
12 as being danger(
threatening.

On the somewhat
side, the campus
situation served up a

V^'1 i fU '^ a !' -of i i- . Sb t. i V ' UI d L i Z is i

Looking Back -,

A Look at the Best a]
Worst of the Seme~ste

Happenings

"The i

sae

once ai



BY KIMBERLY DEFAZIO AND AMROHINI SAHAY

Special to the Statesman I I _i _;
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in learning how to "feel" as this
"individual", what to accept as an "argument", what
to dismiss as "clearly" a. "crazy" idea, what to take
seriously, what to laugh at as obviously ridiculous and
do all of this not in any overt way but in a subtle
manner., Rhetoric-the frame of the "writing"
course-is the art of learning how to do all this subtly.
Rhetoric teaches you how to live with these

-Desperately seeking a scapegoat
forits own out-datednessand

incoherence, the Writing Program
administration has subjected us to

one-form of institutional
harassment after another."

assumptions but be. so subtle good "writer (read
"individual" businessperson) acts as if her ideas and
behaviors are free from any preconceptions when in
fact her very ''individuality" is constructed by
ideological preconceptions about life and society that
favor the interest of big business. In short, unlike any
other course, the "writing" course is a lesson in
constructing a "self or, as we have put it, in fashioning
a "subjectivity".

Behind any self-fashioning is an ideology. It is this
ideology that determines what is "serious", what is silly,
what is a "good" family life. . . We have questioned
the ideology behind "writing" courses and have shown
that it- has nothing to do with "education" but is in fact
the expression of a. special interest group-
transnational big business.

In our critique of the "Writing Program" and its
MASTER SYLLABUS, we have said that "writing"
courses in a democratic society should not serve any
special interest groups. The university should NOT
provide "models of subjectivity" suitable for the
business world, but instead educate people in dealing
with the social world in its full complexities and with a
rigorous objectivity which requires rigorous
knowledges. A university education, in other words,
should aim at educating what we call "critique-al
citizens"-people who, by means of their knowledge
acquire the ability to think in a theoretical and abstract
(general and not local) manner and are thus able to see
various social issues in relation to each other. Critique-
al citizens don't base their actions and ideas.on partial
and incomplete understandings. A partial
understanding-because of lack of knowledge-is

. { .. . ..... ...T
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"We are firmly committed to the idea-
thatALL students-not just the rich

kids in private and elite
universities-should have access to
the contemporary knowledges and

advancements in composition theory
that are now shaping the teaching of

"writing" across the nation."
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taken out of the classroom and made "tutors" in the of the reaction against our criticisms-two beginning
Writing Center because of our intellectual deviations graduate students with- no institutional power
from the 'correct' path which is formulated in the whatsoever-we must make it clear that writing is not
MASTER SYLLABUS of the Writing Program. The like any other course. Writing courses are highly
MASTER SYLLABUS, according to her, should be regimented because, as we said, there is so much at
followed without any interpretive deviations. In order stake here for big business. What exactly is at stake?
to stifle the slightest hint of any new knowledges which "Writing" courses are only
may question her writing regime-one which incidentally about "writing". Their
standardizes formulaic, cookie-cutter forms of primary educational goal is to provide
writing-Director Losey has had to represent our ly students with what we call "models of
contemporary mode of teaching writing as completely J subjectivity". In other words, they teach

* - -OF> students how to acquire the characteristics
-_o J^y that are deemed essential for^ an

f~f^^^^^^^ Ace n f ^individual". (The hidden assumption
We T~a^ ^tfJ y^^^^l ^4t^^ Where is that this "individual" is a

.^^^^^^^V Dbusinessperson, an entrepreneur.) In other
- words, "writing" courses instruct students

Every freshman at SUNY-Stony Brook is
required to take a course in writing. But only a few
question or even are curious as to why writing is a
required course in the university. After all, European
universities do not have such a requirement. It is not
that students do not care. Rather the ideology behind
"writing" courses, for reasons that we will explain, is
so powerful that many have come to accept the view
that a university education is not complete
without one or. two courses in "writing".

But is it? Who actually benefits from T0
"writing" courses? Students? Or, as we will | L
argue, big business? When recently we
raised these issues and argued that writing
courses at the University and- the teaching priorities
and "philosophy" (if one can call a hodge podge of
ideas a "philosophy") that guide the "Writing Program"
are aimed not at educating students but at serving the
interests of big business, we were summarily removed
from classroom teaching by Kay.Losey, the Director
of the Writing Program.

On October 26th, both of us found in our mail
boxes notices informing us that we will no longer be
teaching classes in the Writing Program. In other
words, for having gone against the; grain of. the
"writing" ideology of the "Writing Program"_and for.-
.-our intellectual critiques we I were taken out of the
'classroom and demoted to being "tutors" in the
"Writing Center". As "tutors" we can no longer teach
"writing" in the way we. think it should be taught.-
Instead, as our. punishment for disagreeing with Kay
Losey, we have been given the job of "fixing" problems
in "writing".-

Our intellectual critiques and our arguments for
teaching "writing" in a. more sophisticated and up-
to-date way, are seen as-teacherly "deviations". We are,
consequently, being put in what -amounts to a
pedagogical rehab facility to "recover" from our;-
"deviations" and see the world from Kay Losey's point
of view. She actually told us in public that we will be
kept in rehab until we are cured. The sign of being

beyond the pale of "reason" and propriety; as
scandalous even. And what is so shocking about our
teaching of writing? Simply this: that we are firmly
committed to the idea that ALL students-not just the.
rich kids in private and elite universities-should have
access to the contemporary knowledges and
advancements in composition theory that are now
shaping the teaching of "writing" across the nation.
But,.as we explain below, our understanding of
"writing" is, only "shocking" to the administrators of
the "Writing.Program" be.cause they are committed to
-another.idea: the idea that public schools such as
SUNY-Stony Brook-whose students are mostlytfrom
the: working and middle classes- are for basic skills
training only.,

Desperately seeking a scapegoat for its own out-
datedness and incoherence, the Writing: Program
administration (and more recently the Chair of the
English Department) has subjected us to one form of
institutional harassment after another. Not only -have

,-our students been-subject to penalization. (and,
potentially, failure) should they follow our assignments
,(which are in fact based on the 3 main writing genres
established by the Program, but theorized in far more
complex terms than what the Program finds to be-
"satisfactory"), but we have been accused of
"indoctrination," and charged with making students
"suffer" through "difficult" readings! As if this were
not enough, after circulating public critiques of the
administrators' attempts to deprive; undergraduates of
the complex knowledges to which they have rights, we
have been subject to intellectual and institutional
intimidation by Director Losey, as well as the Chair of
the English Department, Lee Edelman. (We have not
only filed complaints with the Dean of Arts and
Sciences, on these matters, but we have also written
and widely circulated several public texts rigorously
theorizing these attacks against us.)

Chair Edelman was brought in to supposedly
"resolve" the "conflict" in the Writing Program. His
"solution" was to threaten one of us with the loss of
our graduate funding!

One way Director Losey has tried to justify her
removal of us from the classroom is by claiming that
students and even their parents have "complained"
about our teaching. Putting aside the fact that parents
do not determine the curriculum of a university-
teachers do-we have asked Director Losey to give us
these complaints so that we can respond. Her answer?
That instructors will have a chance to respond if there
is only one complaint but not if there are several! This
is the kind of "logic" we have had to put up with; this
is the kind of logic that evaluates our teaching and
scholarship and concludes it is scandalous!v

For those who might be surprised by the severity
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cured will be our denouncing our current methods of
teaching and, in her exact words, "develop syllabi"
that she approves of.

This all may sound too much like a clumsy parody
of the way in which the treatment of dissidents in the
old Soviet Union were portrayed in B movies during
the cold war. But it is true. We are not making this up.
In fact we are drawing on a transcript of Kay Losey's
comments made during a meeting with English graduate
students on November 24th.

In this meeting, Director Losey stated that we were

Two Writing Teachers Respond to their Removal from the Classroon 1
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always an ideological understanding-
which is another way of saying that it
always serves special interest groups.

"Writing" courses, through lessons
in subjectivity, teach this kind of partial
understanding. How? By emphasizing
individual "experience", which is, like
any subjective act, always. .'"partial" but
is represented in the "writing course" as
complete in itself. Through a series of
highly contrived assignments such as
"Personal essay," or "informal essay, "
or "reflective essay"; "narrative," or
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"researched argument" students are
taught in "writing" courses how to take
their own "experience" as complete and
how to "experience" themselves as
unique "individuals" who are
examples of singularities and resemble
no one else in the entire world. They are
taught how to be entrepreneurs of
experience and subjectivity.

Experience, in the "writing" courses
taught in the "Writing Program," is
regarded to be the cause (because it is
said to be complete in itself) of
"selfhood"-it is in other words,

spontaneous and has nothing to do with
such social and historical factors as social
class. This approach to "experience"
obscures the fact that experience- far
from being spontaneous- is an "effect"
of the social system in which the
individual lives. It denies that the
"experience" of a working classs student,
for example, is not spontaneous but
produced by his/her class position. This
perception of "experience" has
significant consequences because it
justifies the view of big business that, for
example, we live in a classless society
and "individuals"-not the "system"
of social relations based on profit-
are responsible for how people live.

We got into "trouble" with Kay
Losey and Lee Edelman when, in our
"writing" classes, we made these
invisible assumptions visible: we put
in our syllabi readings from
philosophers (like Derrida),
linguists (like Saussure), social
theorists (like Marx), feminists (like
Bell Hooks), anti-racists (like
Cornell West) to show that
"experience" (and therefore the
"self") are not spontaneous; that
they are not "given" but are effects
of a social system.

Our approach to teaching-
which is based in part on
poststructuralist theory, in part on
Marxism, feminism, critical race
theory, and cultural studies and is
quite common in more advanced
universities-is seen by Director

Losey as subversive. She has,
among other things, accused us of
indoctrinating students (with
Saussure!). We are therefore both
McCarthyites (to borrow a phrase
from Chair Edelman) and
indoctrinators of young people into
Saussurian linguistics...all because
we dared-to, question the system.

The university is a place of free
inquiry, open interpretation and
exchange. No realm of its practices
should be colonized and subjugated
by a MASTER SYLLABUS like the
one Director Losey has instituted.
We ask faculty and students to
stand up against the injustice we
have been subjected to and take the
University back from bureaucrats
and return it to committed
pedagogues and thinkers. Stand up
against the institutional
authoritarianism of the Loseys and
the Edelmans. Do not let them kick
us out of the classroom and run the
university by their "MASTER
SYLLABI".

Those who wish to read our
theoretical arguments in detail can send
us an e-mail (at asahay@ic.sunysb.edu
or kdefazio@ic.sunysb.edu) and we will
send them our public texts. In this
article we would like to inform the
campus of what is going on in
"writing" courses and the "Writing
Program" and it is thus more a
narrative summary than a sustained
argument.
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SUNY STONY BROOK STUDENT/FACULTY
SEMESTER SPECIAL

I Good for I
1 I FREE visit I

Iwith coupon onlyI
I - (IDRequired) I
I _____ --

Membership Includes:
> Life Fitness Circuit Equipment * Hammer Strength * Free Weights - 5 Tons

* Treadmills, X-Trainers, Bikes, Cardio Entertainment Center & TV's
* Aerobics & Spinning Classes * Tanning (Additional Fee)

: ~Paris ^e~nch
~~~~~~~ c.StoKIujBroote.NYf

.1095R/T.25AS fTO OR</PO <K (516) 75S1-9734

THURSDAY
Ladies Drink Free! 9 - 12 FREE BUFFET

$2 Molsons
Friday Night Rocks!!

Don't Miss Our Monster Friday Happy Hour!
2-fers 3 - 8 & FREE BUFFET

$2 50 Coronas & 250 Drafts (8-10)

I ^____I^f^t^^^~o^^^^^
. __l^^^^*^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
I
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SATURDAY & SUNDAY FOOTBALL
All Games (ESPN + Sunday Ticket) * 30 TVs -2 Big Screens

FOOD & DRINK SPECIALS!!

THE KITCHEN IS OPEN!
Appetizers, burgers, & chicken sandwiches available.

Preview menu starting Monday, Dec. 14

x1+ . I

Good for $1 off any
food order

Good for

Writing Teachers Defend Themselves Against Charges of Indoctrination

$99.00/ 3 MONTHS
or

$175/ 6 MONTHS

1 FREE MONTH added on 1st visit only.
MEMBERSHIP CAN BE FROZEN.

DONSE
Many thanks to all the students,
faculty and friends of SUNY Stony
Brook who helped make Daewoos
recruitment effort a huge successe
We have met our quota of Daewoo
Campus Advisors and December
15th is our final recruitment date.
Once again, thank you all for
making it-possible.

- . .- .

wlj DAEWOO
Daewoo of Smithtown
587 E. Jericho Tpk.
Smithtown, NY 11787

516-979-0111

Park lench luck



Music Review
BY PHIL SALAMACHA
Statesman Staff

I've heard a lot black metal
bands that just sound like a lot of
noise and high-pitched screaming,
but Borknagar is definitely not one
of those bands. Their new release
The Archaic Course blends a lot of
clean, melodic guitars and singing
along with distorted guitars and
vocals.

Out of Norway, Borknagar was
formed. in 1995 on the underground
level but was -noticed with the
additions of Garm, Grim and Ivar
Bjornson from bands such as
Arcturus, Gorgoroth, Immortal and
Enslaved. They released their self-
titled debut on Malicious Records
in Europe, which was re-issued in
the U.S. by Century Media Records
in early 1996. There was a
worldwide response and Borknagar
quickly rose to the top of the ranks
in black metal.

Century Media quickly signed
Borknagar and with the help of
producer Waldemar Sorychta they

but your grandparents probably did.
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Automatic scoring, non-smoking,
Cosmic Bowling and MoreT!

LaserTron -Ground Zero..
Laser war games. It's better in the dark!

|* *Ov-*er 250 Video Gamies...
^ ~~~Come test your skill!

I*erks Motion Theatre.
Motions, Winds, Mists and Sounds.

NHL Ice Rink...
Putablic se.sing, eon-smoingh

Great Rides...
Bumper Cars, Tilt-A-Whirl & More!!!

Pizza CafeC
Great Snacks, Great Meals!

Event Center...
Catered Affairs, Team Building and More and -:
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produced their second album, The
Olden Domain in 1997. They then
toured Europe with some awe-
inspiring performances and in
August of 1998 they returned to the
studio to begin recording their third'
album TheArchaic Course.

With new vocalist I.C.S. Vortex,
guitarists Oystein G. Brun and
Ryland, bassist Kai K. Lei and Grim
returning as the drummer, they have
unleashed their third epic. What
separated them from other black
metal bands is that they incorporate
a folk-style approach into their
music, which creates a very cool
effect.

They play some intricate scales
with underlying chord progressions
mixing in the folk guitars and
keyboards. Songs such. as " Ocean
Rise" and "Winter Millenium" bring
out the best in the band showing off
their musicianship. Borknagar can
play at a slow pace or a faster pace
and still fit in with the keyboards and
melodies and make it sound
great.Vortex's vocals add to the
harmony -that makes The Archaic
Course a musical masterpiece. Head
to the store and pick this one up, you
won't be disappointed.

George Washington never slept here...

Spend the season with us in the heart of historic Port Jefferson.
Down at the harbor. dining, entertainment and shopping are within

easy walking distance.
*Antique & Boutique Shops Bridgeport/Port Jefferson Ferry
*Restaurants, Pubs & Cafes 15 minutes to MacArthur Airport
*Sport Fishing, Boating :Buses & Taxis are available

*Village Parks and Playgrounds
FREE HBO & CABLE IN YOUR ROOM

Daily - Weekly and Monthly Stays
Efficie ncies and Furnished Studio Apartments Available

All rooms are air conditioned heated and equipped with color TV afid telephone. Utilities
included, daily or weekly maid service. Messages taken and received :Plenty of parking.

An Archaic Course
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_____ EMPLO'YMENT- - ' '
-;I)ireqt1 Counselors, flexible shifts. F/T. P/T,
and per cliem. Working with mentally retarded/
developmentally disabled population.
Contact Maryhaven 474-4120

After school care needed. Tuesday thru Friday.
Occasional Saturday's. Flexible schedule.

Non-Smoker.. reliable transportation. Setauket
area. 94'1-9535 after 6pm______

-''MAKE $ OVER WINTER RECESS
Valet parking attendants needed. Flexible hours.
Day, night and weekend shifts available. Good pay.
Please call Executive Parking Service Inc. at
(516) 864-4694 leave message..,

WAITERS/WAITRESSES Catering personnel
company seeks wait-staff for private and
catered parties. Functions in Nassau, Suffolk
(TheHamptons), and N.Y.C. Must be well
groomed, articulate and a responsible team
player. Starting pay - $10.00 per hour. Flexible
schedule. Call (516) 589-4174

Cashiers/Retail Personnel. Immediate F/T
positions. Must be available thru Feb. 5th.
Applications accepted daily. (9-4). University
Bookstore at Stony Brook #632-6553

$19/hr. PT. MCAT Instructors Needed.T
Princeton Review is looking for intelligent,
dynamic people with high test scores and
strong science background. Grad/Med student
preferred. Fax resume to 516-271-3459

--EMPLOYN1ENT -- ;-_
EARN $15 - $25/HR! Test prep company seeking intel-
ligent, enthusiastic individuals for part-time tutoring
positions. Flexible hours! Rewarding work! Must own
car. <Must have high SAT scores in either Math OR Ver-
bal. For more information call: (800) PREP - 182

Psychology Major P/T hands-on opportunity to work
for family at home using applied behavior analysis to
improve developmentally disabled elementary schooler's
academic, language, play, self-help and social skills,.
Training provided (LOVAAS). Minimum 4x/wk 3 hour
sessions, (8:15 AM - 8 PM, 7Tdays) Reliable, 2 year com-
mitment required. Experience desirable, but not neces-
sary. Send resume, hours available., and hourly rate to
PO Box 748, Port Jefferson, NY 117-77

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
COIN-OP CANDY VENDING ROUTE ......
36 Machines Including Locations, ALL For: $6,995.
Some Smaller Routes Also Available! Excellent P/T
Income Opportunity! - "Great One Person Business"
Call For Details: - (516) 732-2042

HEALTH AND FITNESS
AT LAST!!... ALLERGY - ASTHMA - SINUS RELIEF!.....
"New Patented Electronic Device" , Greatly Reduces
ALL Airborne Irritants, Contaminants and Odors,
Such As: Pollen, Smoke, Mold and Mildew, Bacte-
ria, Viruses,Dust Mites, Chemical and Pet Odors
and Stale Air! NOT A GIMMICK! - Call For FREE
Demonstration in Your Home, Business or Dorm!
(516) 696-8718

FOR RENT
Studio Apts Furnished Includes Electric, Cable, Water, and
Heat. Walking Distance From Port Jefferson Village.
Starting at $.O.O.BX Appointment onl.y 43-2499 ^

FOR SALE
Delaware County, New York 5 acres. Beautiful Views.
Near Delaware River. Level + wooded. 666-8107, Leave
............................ ................................................................................................................................................................................................
Nordictrac Walkfit, never used $300. Soloflex 180 lbs

of wi 250.(16 72035Leve esag
- TRAVEL-

#1 SPRING BREAK SPECIALISTS Book Early Receive a
Free Meal Plan! Cancun. Jamaica $399, Bahamas $459,
Panama City $99.
1-800-234-7007 www.endlesssummertours.com

SERVICES

@ ffiVM R HITom II %- 5o%
w e"^eA'^IJBAWkS off selected '

t \^55ggS ~~~merchandise U
f It --- -- - -- - - wl Suny ID

%r "Mountain Bike Specialist" t
-$ | [Free Assembly & 1 Year Free Service On All New Bikes| }

; ;-< Expert Repairs On All Makes & Models 1?

: ^L Open 7 Days -Lay-A-Way Phone Orders Accepted ,

F' i Rnancing Available No 736-7755 w
9'e -^ Money Down 1070 Middle Country Rd., Selden x

Unktsf «ina N^d*-&ma<

Jewish
Egg Donor

Needed
Loving Jewish couple unable to have
our own baby. We are looking for a

Jewish woman who is willing to
donate her eggs to help make

our dreams come true.
Compensation $5000

(800)886-9373 ext 7137

Iq

150% PRICE BUSTER PROTECTION
LOWEST PRICE GUARANTEED

800/838-6411
-- y .2-
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lelemarketers Wanted
Attention all students Need Cash?$$$$$ But
your morning schedule won't allow it! Don't
Despair!!'!!!!!-!! Work part time 4-9pm. No
experience necessary Will Train!!!!! -Earn top
sala. Highest commission paid, Plus cash
bonuses. Call Wayne (516) 331-9200
Part -time,- with minivan or station wagon for
light delivery. Will work-with school hours. Call
J0S -7'3-3623, 12 noon to 7 pm, except Tues.
World I ym'@` Setauket looking for reliable front
desk people & fitness trainers. Front desk needed
nights, weekends & possible early mornings.
Fitness trainer hours vary. 751-6100
Bicycle Mechanic, Experience helpful. Flexible
p/t hrs. Good salary, comfortable working
atmosphere, close to SUNY. Call Cycle World Plus
@ 736-7755
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY - WeAre
Expanding Our Staff. Lake Grove Family
Center - (Sports Plus), Lake Grove. We are
looking for a motivated individual to join our
team!!! Position: Part-time Entry Level
Accounting Clerk (12-15 hours per week) Duties
Include: Data Entry, Filing, Light Bookkeeping,
Accounts Payable. Computer knowledge
required: Lotus or Excel starting salary $8.00
per hour, flexible schedule. Fax resume to
(516) 737-8704 Attention; Denise Position to
start immediately!!!

Bass player wanted for rock band. Call Dave 447-7922

L. A .. Z . #^ / I1

.c

FAX SERVICE 50o per each page sent. Call 632-6479
or come to Room 057 in the Student Union

Electrician, Licensed - "Your Electric Company" Complete
wiring for the home. 35 years experience. Call 474-2026
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; Acapulco v* Daytona Beach
Cancun Panama City

Call today! Space is limited

1800648-4849
www.stttravel.som

* ~~~~~~~On-campus contact:
| j^^T^s y l t InUbrfy Pxm

| = G odSrt r 1(516) 632-7799

i mm _= mm=== MstfJ M in m "a D uSSoagowin

Po Dn Pe 4Q7Y of 1 Toadr.,
^^ Also ---

^^ actively seeking 89"5500
.consumers of Asian z tS 0

descent. Please Ad -- .. .
^ r _ . .. _"N^j^^^^kcollaborative

phone today! r connections1 -:
I^f Ax\^^^, linking quality to personal care

^ \/\/ ^ Located at the Long Island High Technology Incubator
25 East Loop Road (next to HSC/Un iversity Hospital)

.- - .
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BESERATEOiS MVUST BE BOOKED
21218/98 To QUIlA~fY 4,
32 HOURl OF DRINKs FREE
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Eve Money es Atome
Collaborative Connections, Inc. is looking for men

and women to evaluate skincare, cosmetics,
fragrance, grooming and haircare products

created by'prestigious manufacturers.
If you're in good health, and between the

ages of 18 and 65, you qualify!
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If you paid $80°° we may pay you $4000*

* cash grab opportunity for those students selling $100°° or more in -textbooks
* FREE popcorn and movies while you wait
*computerized buy means its accurate and faster
- every student selling books will receive Bonus Bookstore Bucks
* picture-ID required to sell books. X ^ - a

BeLINIVERSITY
0 OlKSTORE

Jfcrf^sl UnwttStnBnok

* Based on textbook requisition for Spring 1999 semester.
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2093 Smithhaven Plaza Lake Grove (516)979-2739

Sell your books back to your University Bookstore,

December 14th through the 22nd

for up to 50% of the retail price!
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Gold Discovered
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{And amber. And nut brown. And more.}

Top Dollar Paid in CA$H For Your Used Textbooks.
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*contemporary Asian art...Cross Cultural Voices
indicates....the migratory and diasporic experiences of
Asian American artists [reflecting] their diverse
symbolic structures.' Each of the six Asian American
artists in the exhibition has lived on the borderline of
different cultures for more than seven years....

-:The post-colonial.theme of'migration and
displacement, one of the major postmodern issues that
helped inspire the rise of contemporary Asian art, also
makes the role of Asian American artists, significant in
the development of contemporary Asian art. Given the
situation of Asian immigrants to the West, which is
governed by. an unequal relationship of political and
,economic. power, the point of the issue is the
-displacement of Asians into the West, rather than the
.displacement .of Asians in their homeland....Situated
.-between the- stressful world of the Asian immigrants
and America and , in a broader -context, between
demographic plurality and cultural specificity^ Asian

potential and, may be expected to create particularly
.useful and, diverse visions, for the borderline
negotiations of cultural translation. '

Ann Gibson '-.-Many Americans are ignorant of
the deep cultural and political divisions- among Asian
Americans from different places and cultures and .have
-not realized that artists from different social and.
economic; situations in the same culture experience
being 'Asian' and 'Asian American' in the United
States in radically different ways. The artists in this
exhibition incorporate what may be seen as their
reaction to. the category- of race -but do not present it
as the main focus of their work.. .They acknowledge
the starting place of those who may see the work
through a haze of stereotypes but provide the
powerful lenses of their vision of desires, insights,
and struggles that take place across cultural
boundaries, both within and between ethnic groups.
-In this way,- these artists push their audiences, both
Asian and not, to see through their preconceptions,

,:to: de-center but continue negotiation with the
category of race as they concentrate on other
controversial matters: the status of unborn children, our
intimate involvement in international relations....and the
constitution of a home....

In Bing Hu's provocatively titled.The Pregnant
and Aborted [pictured] gauzily -draped translucent
ribbed cylinders with empty red. insides are
interspersed with a pair of drooping, rounded forms
that belly out from the wall. Thbe.hazy contents of.
the bellies, as well as the vacant'interiors of the
cylinders are lit by a series of light bulbs linked to
each other and to an outlet by lumpy electric
placentas. But Hu does not provide autobiographical
information. Silent about whether this is about an
experience she had with childbirth or, indeed, even
about what her- views about abortion and
.childbearing are, she provides an unexpectedly
glowing presentation of aspects of the female body's
swelling and. emptying that are seldom so graphically
celebrated....

Kip Fulbeck's monologues in Nine Fish [pictured]
and Some Questionsfor 28 Kisses seem at first anything
but silent. His rapid-fire observations move from
metaphor to metonymy, from exclamation to literal

'Young M. Park: "Caught in the colonial
assumption'of Orie'ntalism, the confrontational'
responses of many earlier-exh-ibitions of Asian
American art inadvertently tended to perpetuate'the
stereotypical images of Asian- Americans -and ignore
other instances of social and cultural differences...This
exhibition emphasizes..the differences of the
intercultural experiences of Asian American artists
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0 Floor, 1995 (detail) by Do-Ho Suh. Cast plastic figures and glass plate.

The-Work of
Asian-

American
Artists

Exhibited-at:
Staller

Mixed media sculpture, installation, photography,
and videos by six Asian American artists will be.
exhibited at the University'Art Gallery in the Staller
Center for the Arts. The show will be exhibited until
December 12.

The exhibition, "Asian American Artists: Cross-
Cultural Voices," includes a mixed-media installation
by Bing Hu; two installations by Kip Fullbeck; a large
scale flag made of human hair by Wenda Gu; two
installations made of starched shirt sleeves and text-
topped nails by Lynne Yamamoto; site-specific
installations of miniature houses by Zarina Hashmi;'
and sculpture and wallpaper by Do-Ho Suh. The
catalogue accompanying the exhibition includes
essays by exhibition curator Young: Park and-by Ann
'Gibson, chair of the'Department of Art, University of
Delaware. Although we have chosen to have'the
artworks speak for themselves, we have excerpted
appropriate passages Park's' and Gibson's essays
below:
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Post-National Flag of America, 1996, by Wenda Gu. Caucasian-, African-, Hispanic-, Native-, and Asian-American hair, and Elmer's glue.

description in cadences whose swift clips demands.
concentration and -.even then can outdistance first-
timers. Interestingly, this produces a response akin to
Hu's silence: the viewer/listener is thrown back on
her or his own response to the images. But unlike
Hu.... Fulbeck employs a full arsenal of
autobiographical detail...The video shows Fulbeck's
family negotiating [the collisions] of American
technology and traditional Asian values in a work
of art that is definitely about Chinese culture in the
United States but is also, at the same time, about
the relationships between the dying and the
living.....Besides his keen insight, Fulbeck's best
tools are his humor and irony, modes of address that

are risky .because- they depend for their success on
audience response. When they succeed as his so
frequently do, they are nearly impossible to ignore.

The artists in this exhibition stress the breadth
and heterogeneity of their diasporic experience
without denying their ethnic identities. In this way,
they are participating in a major paradigm shift...that
moves away from an earlier emphasis on a unifying
cultural nationalism to an insistence on working
through ethnicity to focus on what makes their
experience distinctive as well as the ways that
specific elements of their cultural heritage has
become interwoven with that of others."

-Compiled by Peter Gratton

Public Figures, 1998, by Do-Ho Suh

The University Art Gallery is open Tuesday
through ..Friday, noon- 4pm and Saturday, 6-
8 pm.The gallery isalsoopen onehour before
each .of the Staller Center's Season
performances. Admission is free.,

Nine-Fish (detail from video), by Kip Fulbeck
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integrated through faculty collaboration to
provide students with greater insight about their
course of study. Faculty collaborate on the
content of all the courses, coordinate instruction
and apply m'aterial in one course to that in others,
thereby reinforcing learning in all of them. A
linking seminar provides further integration and

semester courses in -the Community of Ideas
include the linking seminar, philosophy,
humanitiesd English composition (LRN 104, PHI
104, HUM 109. EGC 101). The spring semester
will add courses in sociology, philosophy, biology
and English with the linking se minar (SOC 105,
PHI 105,BIO 113,EGL218).

This learning community format engages
students quickly in the intellectual life of the
university, involves them in the design and
support of their programs and provides
opportunities for them to forge social and
intellectul connections in their learning with each
other and the faculty. They learn to think critically
and are able to synthesize material fron different
courses.

- Learning communities are not conceived as
special programs for selected students. Rather, the
objective is to porvide the course of study for the
first year as a small college experience within a
nationally ranked research university. For 1999-
2000, communities in science and the health
professions, in the humanities and social sciences
and in engineering are planning for the first year
students. A community built around the upper
division general education requirement (DEC)
also will be developed.

The LCP web site is www.cas.sunysb.edu/lcp.
For more information, call 516-632-1213 (email
Barbara Lawrence@sunysb.edu) or write David'
Hanson, Chair of the Learning Communities
Program, Melville Library N3006, University at
Stony Brook, Stony Brook, ny 11794-3357.

The Learning Communities Programn at
Stony Brook was initiated in the Fall semester,
1998. The program was designed by faculty and
staff working together from the College of Arts
and Sciences and the College of Engineering and
Applied Sciences, and the departments and
programs of biology, chemistry, comparative
studies, computer science, economics, Eng'lish
composition, history, mathematics, philosophy,
psychology and theater arts and the Center for
Excellence in Teaching and Learning.

The Learning Communities Program has the
status of a department in the College of Arts and
Sciences and David Hanson, professor of
chemistry, is chair of the program.

For 1998-1999, two communities for first
year students were formed. One,'the Community
of Science, is designed for students who take
biology, chemistry and mathematics in their first
year. The other, the Community of Ideas allows
students to sample a variety of disciplines while
preparing for most majors in the humanities -and
social sciences. This community is especially
suited for students who are undecided about
major field of study or who are interested in the
humanities and social sciences. About 150
students are in the Community of Science and 50
students are in the Community of Ideas.

In a community, students with similar intersts
take courses that satisfy general education, major
and professional requirements as a group. These
courses, usually limited to 25 students, are

relates the material to other disciplines and
cultures and worl-wide social and economic
problems. The courses are designed not only to
help students learn about things but also take full
advantage of the opportunities provided by a

-research university.
The courses that are blocked scheduled in the

Community of Science in the fall semester are
general chemistry, general chemistry lab,
mathematics, English mcomposition and the
linking seminar (CHE 131, CHE 133, MAT 123,
EGC 101, LRN 131). In the Spring biology (BIO
151) will replace English composition. The fall
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*As low as $66 per month for a 1999 Lanos S 3-Dr. for up to 24 months at 9.75% APR through interest only financing available with a qualified co-signer and 10% down payment, then $207 per month for 48 months at 9.75% APR. Base Lanos S price $8,999 is '99 MSRP, including

$250 destination charge as of 9/98, and doc; fees. Excluding taxes, license, title, optional equipment, document preparation charge, finance charge and smog fee (where applicable). Subject to prior sale.

** 3 years or 36,000 miles. Warranty and program maintenance details available at our Daewoo stores,. .
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S
your central destination: the SAC. Now that
acronym sounds somewhat vulgar so some
university officials cringe when they read or hear
it. Ah, the planners of the Student Activities
Center. It's like having one hand dryer to service
three "areas" in the restrooms. Morons-and our
university officials had agreed with the plans. And
what about the ''food court" in the-SAC? In-tight
times-you know them-carrying a tray entitles
one to carry liability insurance. Does this bother
you?

Campus crime. Let's face it, it is at least
consistent with crime trends in America. Yet, we
-should (and must) expect more from university
officials. The point is that you can get your voice
heard. But, don't you loose a little umph when
you (or those that you do know) prop doors, if
only for a moment? And what about knowing that
you or your friend has had too many and simply
think it okay to "encourage" a party goer into
some sexual activity?

In sum, your voice must be one of conviction.
Period. To be sure, it begins with looking at your
own attitudes and behaviors. And when you're in
order you simply say what you have to say. And
people will listen because you will be respected.
I can assure you of this. And even if they initially
do not listen-(and many times it is simply in
their duty to thwart your agenda because it
doesn't agree with their aims)-you will have the
conviction to persevere.;In the end, you will reach
toward a compromise. At least you'll arguably
feel better.

It's nearly eight in the morning and you're late-
again! for that damn class. Yes, the same one that you
struggle through trying to understand the material. Of
course, the heavy foreign accent (and you're still not
sure if it's German, Russian or Polish, and still too
ashamed to ask) is problematic; however, you press on.
Yet, when the possibility of failure arrives you gripe-
about the language barrier-and swear that you're going
to do something about the negligence of the Department
officials. And you do: you whine, however, only to
anyone who puts up with your babblings (usually those
sharing your complaint). Or you write on bathroom
stalls (well, at least I know that guys do). Pathetic soul
that you are. Unfortunately, you rarely ask why? And
when you do, and get a response that is not acceptable
to you, you back off. Why?

-Of course, you refuse to conceive that these
instructors -are brilliant inasmuch as their accents
indicate something of stupidity. In most cases, they
are indeed sharp; however, have (probably) learned the
english language by reading the same. Might the
department offer supplementary learning packets? I
don't know; however the university cannot be expected
to close the doors to (potentially) good grads.

You are a consumer. Yep, you pay money to attend
this university. Oh, you say, -well, "-I get scholarships,
loans, and grants"and therefore you -grossly reduce the
notion to it being a blessing to attend college. Nonsense.
You see, USB markets constantly to attract students;

and money is money. In sum, you are a consumer.
Consumers have rights. Exercise them.

Really; are there-not problems; problems that
continue? Didn't the USB guide show you affine
room newly refurbished. Yet, you -live in hell.
And you sweat it out. It wasn't supposed to be
like this. You talk to an RA (dear god, another
blossoming bureaucrat) and you scream-at your
roomate (and you're not even struggling with
intro psychology) but you can't control your knee
jerk response(s).

You're peeved. You do what many first year
students do: eat. But the residence dining hall
lines extend to the train station (is that really a
station you ask yourself). And worse yet, you
can't get much of anything; either it's sold out or
it hasn't been ordered. And you ask, "how can I
spend this damn meal card money?" You leave,
thanking some god that your mom had unwittedly
packed you some noodles (not knowing that
you're not in a cooking dorm) so you remove the
secret hot pot and eat, if simply to survive. Yet,
you continue this behavior and do nothing to-
change your situation. And find yourself feeling
cheated. That is sad.-

You drive to school. You, the poor commuter.
Parking-bus (dear god, I thought that only the
punished were sent tn Siberia) and then riding to

The Daevvoo College \
Finance Program just rolled in! ;·.

-Nubira CDX
4-door Sedan

I - -

\ Introducing a low
\ payment plan
\ especially for stuo

\ Now with special interest only final
\ two years, you can easily afford a 3

\ Daewoo cars offer exceptional va
\ well-equipped with features that

most other cars.
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scheduled maintenance at no
up to 3 years**
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The Stony Brook men's basketball team
improved to 2-0 in the New England Collegiate
Conference with a 71-54 win over Southern
Connecticut Wednesday night. The men
controlled the contest throughout and are off to,
the best start in the NECC since moving to the
Division II level.

Four Seawolves reached double figures led by
sophomore Chris Balliro, who tallied team-high 15
points. Sophomore Josh Little and senior Bobby
Mahoney each added 12 points and freshman Achilleas
Klepkos chipped in with 10. Klepkos also added a
team-high 14 rebounds to post his first career double-
double.

In the women's game, Southern Connecticut's whicha turned a one-point deficit into a 12-point

senior guard Kristen Breen tallied a game-high advantage. Cortney Ray tallied a team-high ten points

20 points including two big three-pointers late and nine rebounds to pace the Seawolves. Stony Brook

in the second half which helped fuel a 13-0 run fell to 0-9 on the year, 0-3 in the NECC.

Seawolves lose to Columbia in OT
advantage thanks to eight points apiece from Bobby
Mahoney and Steve Pratta.

The Seawolves were outscored 17-11 in the extra stanza
and were unable to register their first win over a Division I
opponent. Pratta finished with a team-high 15 points and
Achilieas Klepkos chipped in with 14. Ryan McDermott
grabbed a season-high 15 rebounds in the loss.

The Columbia Lions rallied from a seven point deficit

with five minutes remainig in the contest to send the game
to overtime and eventually hand Stony Brook its fourth loss
of the season.

The loss was a painful one for the Seawolves, who
controlled and led for most of the game. Stony Brook
raced out to a 16-5 lead and held a 26-24 halftime
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What's better than cruising past all of your jealous
friends in a brand new car? Well for starters,
getting paid for it.

Introducing Daewoo.
Daewoo is a new car company that offers hassle-
free, inexpensively priced cars. Our Daewoo
Lanos, Daewoo Nubira and Daewoo Leganza
all come fully-loaded with covered maintenance
for the first 3 years or 36,000 miles*

Have Fun, Make Money,
We're looking for a few good show-offs to be
Daewoo Campus Advisors. You'll be marketing

id promoting our new line of
reliable, fun cars on campus to
fellow students and faculty. And

.- +.,- v 'N n

I r r in acitiion to earnlniY moncy,
Lanos )Ad Ad_ . -¢

3-door Hatchback you[\ earn the opportunity to

buy a new car for yourself at a substantial discount.

Call, Click or Visit.
Call us at 1-877-362-8324, click on our website at

or visit any Daewoo Store

to see if you qualify for this great opportunity.

Daewoo. A new car.
A new experience.

* Warranty and program maintenance details available at our Daewoo stores.

Seawolves Basketball Lose One, Win One
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